Simulations are made of prototype, ground state, rapid kinetic reactions for A+BC, in which A, B, and C are hydrogen atoms and BC is a hydrogen molecule. We study cases 
. However, simulation of vibrational motions by means of the nonsteady Schroedinger equation presents seemingly insurmountable difficulties at the present time [2] , [3] . Our objective here is to consider the rapid kinetic reaction A+BC for the prototype problem in which A, B, and C are all H atoms and no excitation is present. The numerical methodology to be used is quasi-quantum mechanical in that energies are determined from quantum mechanics while trajectorids are determined by an energy conserving, Newtonian simulation [4] .
Mathematical and Physical Preliminaries.
We consider any H atom as a point source entity. The ground state of H is -(2.I7856)tO-rr erg and its mass is (1.6733) Ll-za gr. The ground state energy of an H2 molecule is -(5.11)10-11 erg, its average diameter is 0.74 A, and its frequency of oscillation is (1.3) let the distances lPrPzl, lPrP:1, lPzP:l be r12,n, rl3,n,rz3,n, respectively, so that r12,n = I*1,n-*2,n | , r13,n = lX1,n-x3 ,nl,r2r,n= lX2,n-X3,n | . Relative to system (2.5)-(2.7), we now define the Morse related potential Q(r';) by ( _t.g+sg562r,j, o.rrrrnr"r***rul. In terms of Q, the equations (2.5)-(2.7) can be rewritten
at' &n rtz &zz rzt (3.4) dr*, dQ(rr:) (*s-"r) aQ(rz:) Gr-xz)
at' &r: rt3 &zt r23
The difference equation approximations of (3.2)-(3.4) which we will use are, for i = L,2,3, -*,"{ ""i,;","))} Then, elimination of the x terms in (3.7) by means of (3.5) lelds
.N-1 , * *=l^i^(i,n-,,-u?,n*u?,,n*r-v3.,n*4,n,r-4,n) Figure 1 , where the time between successive particle positions is 0.001 ps. Figure Table 1 Initial Data for P3 
